Release notes
MWell 21.1.1.32450

30-11-2020

Fixed bugs
MGEOLIB-931

Made sure that when there is unsaved data, the user is always prompted to
save these changes (even when Cancel was pressed when first prompted
to save the data).

MGEOLIB-908

The warning message displayed when opening old files is corrected. It no
longer assumes that an old file was made with version 17.1.

MGEOLIB-921

The send button in the support dialogue does now work for Windows 10.

MGEOLIB-941

The "Send to" option in the file menu has been removed.

DGS-672,
DGS-673,
DGS-674

Small corrections to user manuals (such as updates for hyperlinks and
addresses).

MINSTALL-901

Installer used wrong folder when reinstalling the examples.

MGEOLIB-978

Message that was given when common files is not installed, was not correct.

MGEOLIB-961,
MGEOLIB-976,
MGEOLIB-967

Small layout corrections in UI.

MGEOLIB-1000

When the application was started without common files: incorrect version
number of the common files was given in the error message and an unexpected pop-up message was displayed when continuing using the application in demo mode.

MGEOLIB-987

In the Program Options window, License tab, the type of license was not
always correct when the license borrowing has expired, allowing to perform
a calculation even if no license was present.

MGEOLIB-979,
MGEOLIB-985

Incorrect error message and cursor remained a waiting cursor when trying
to borrow a license when it was not possible (i.e. if there is no connection
with the license server).

MGEOLIB-971

In the Program Options window, License tab, the state of the buttons and
the license text was not always as expected.

Improvements
MWE-472,
MGEOLIB-951,
MGEOLIB-957,
MGEOLIB-960,
MGEOLIB-963,
MGEOLIB-969

License structure has been changed: within a application there are no
longer modules, all released features are now available for all users. The
new License tab is adapted to the new licensing structure (including borrowing).

MWE-474

The User Manual is updated for removing modules.

MGEOLIB-938

The input file is now always automatically saved when starting a calculation.

MGEOLIB-921,
MGEOLIB-925

The send button in the support dialog will now always be available to the
user. When no mail client is installed, windows itself will instruct the user
to install it.

MGEOLIB-923

The license system is updated and now supports borrowing.

MINSTALL-897

All installers now give a correct error message when the common files are
missing or too old.

